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Abbreviations
avian leukosis virus
baboon endogenous retrovirus
bovine leukemia virus
base pairs (nucleotides)
capsid
canis familiaris
C F endogenous retroviral virus
deoxyribonucleic acid
envelope
endogenous retrovirus
group specific antigen
gibbon ape leukemia virus
human endogenous retrovirus
human foamy virus
human immunodeficiency virus
jaagsiekte (sheep) retrovirus
kilo basepairs
long interspersed nucleotide element
long terminal repeat
murine leukemia virus
mouse mammary tumour virus
open reading frame
primer binding site
putative protein
polymeras
protease
retrovirus
tranposable elements
transfer ribonucleic acid
exogenous retrovirus

AVL
BaEv
BLV
bp
cap
CF
CFERV
DNA
Env
ERV
Gag
GaLV
HERV
HFV
HIV
JSRV
Kb
L1, LINE
LTR
MLV
MMTV
ORF
PBS
Putein
Pol
Pro
RV
TE
tRNA
XRV

Abstract
Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) were discovered in the 1960s and in their complete form
they consist of two LTRs (long terminal repeat sequences) that are each located on either side
of the chain/element. ERVs contain the following genes: gag, pro, pol and env .Ccomplete
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ERVs are 8-10 kb long and have their best fitness in the enzyme that use reverse transciptase
polymerase from single stranded RNA as template to produce DNA and in the possibility the
host is not damaged lethally and no selection against the ERV element come into force. When
a retrovirus infects a germ cell, the retrovirus inserts its genome into the infected cell and
become a part of the entire genome. These ERVs are inherited according to Mendelian
expectations in the same way as all other genes in the genome. The phenomenon of ERV
inheritance is called vertical contagion. The first exogenous retroviruses that infected a germ
cell and became endogenous could have appeared at any time over an extended evolutionary
time-scale between 2 to 70 million years ago. Even a horisontal contagion is possible, from
one species to another through exogenous retrovirus infection. A possible way of horisontal
contagion is when animals of different species are forced to live in a limited area. On average
it has been estimated that it takes one million year until retroviral integration is fixed within a
population.
All veterbrates have endogenous retroviruses in their genomes, the ERV elements are mostly
old, truncated and non-functional. Still some of them have open reading frames in RV gene
are low in LTR divergence and in frequency of nonsense mutation causing premature stop of
translation and frame shift mutations. The canine genome has been effective in protection
from extensive retroviruses integration, the amount in dog is expected to be a fifth of the real
ERV amount in species like human and chimpanzees.

Background
The aim of this project was to perform in silico analysis to define the abundance and
complexity of endogenous retroviruses in the dog genome. The latest available version of the
dog genome CanFam2crt10v070313 (CF2c was mined). For collecting the retrovirus chains
in this study, RetroTector© was the main tool and a limit was set for elements at > 300 score.
Copies and L1-like elements were sorted out and excluded from further analysis. All retrieved
sequences contained a pol (polymerase) gene. The pol gene and its protein/putein sequence
are necessary, for alignment within the Canis Familiaris and between Canis and other
species. Phylogenetic studies have been done with the following species: canine (Canis
Familiaris), human (H. s. Sapiens), mouse (Mus musculus), reptile, (Python molurus
AF500296 and Crocodylus niloticus AJ438130), fish (Walleye dermal sarcoma virus pol NC
001867 and Snakehead RV pol NC 001724).
The details regarding the complexity of the Canine Endogenous retroviruses are yet
unpublished and the scientific literature do not often mention endogenous retroviruses in dog.
The amount of endogenous retroviruses in human (inclusive retrotransposons and single LTR)
is 7 % (Bock and Stoye, 2000), 7-8 % (Jern, 2005). The canine and the chicken genomes have
both being effective in protecting themselves from large amounts (< 0, 2 %) of retroviruses
(Blomberg unpublished).

Materials and methods
RetroTector©, RetroTector utilities, Corel DRAW, CanFam2crt10v070313 (CF2crt), Clustal
W, science literature and reference sequences (1) supplied by Jonas Blomberg. RetroTector©,
is invented by Göran O. Sperber and Jonas Blomberg, at the Section of Virology,
Department of Medical Sciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden, Department of
Neuroscience, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden. RetroTector© is the software that
among other things, retrieve complete or fragmented endogenous retroviruses (ERVs)
chains/elements, the figures for chain details, the putein sequences (with ID and genus) for
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classification, score, gene ID, the Open Reading Frames, ORF (LTR divergence, the stop
codons and shifts) and Rep Base Finds (Sperber et al., 2007) RetroTector© is a program
package written in Java. It is in use under Windows, MacOS X and Linux and designed to
identify ERVs in genomic DNA sequences. It relies on a database of retroviral motifs and
alignments of retroviral proteins. RetroTector© recognizes consensus motif and constructs
ERV proteins from the different reading frames (Jern et al, 2005). RetroTector© shell is the
software for data mining, and alignment of sequences. Together with Corel DRAW, this data
was used to create the phylogenetic trees. The genomic material: CanFam, is the complete
genome for Canis Familiaris (CF2crt) and the genomic source for this study. Data collections
from CLUSTAL W (1.83) are used for multiple sequence alignment. ERV elements and the
pol putein sequences belonging to the respective ERV elements were retrieved by
RetroTector©. The limit for element to be further analysed was set to > 300 score
(RetroTector©). All lower scored copies (two or more elements) were sorted out and
excluded from further analysis, first in case of identical chains position for chains and second
in case of identical estimated first or last pol putein position for pol putein sequences. The L1like elements (see Fig 1) were sorted out as all these elements did not include any pol gene.
Retrovirus elements were selected based on pol putein basis in all the following data mining
of canine endogenous retroviruses described here.

Endogenous retroviruses (Retroviridae)
The whole animal kingdom and even plants have ERVs in their genomes (Jern et al., 2005).
Transposable elements (TE) are parts of the entire genome and a part of TE is ERV (see Fig.
1.) ERVs in completely different species have the same basic genomic organisation. The first
identification of ERVs was made in chicken, mice and cats. In mouse, ERVs were connected
to diseases caused by retroviruses such as the Mouse Mammary Tumor virus (MMTV, Beta
retrovirus) and Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV, Gamma retrovirus) (Reviewed by Blomberg et
al., 2004). For more than 35 million years ago the ERVs entered the primate genome (Hughes
et al., 2005) These exogenous retroviruses (XRV) and ERV were spread as an infection to
other animals and certain XRVs became endogenized and transmitted vertically according to
Mendelian expectations (Weiss et al., 2006).

Fig 1. Transposable elements are part of the entire genome. Here the content in the human genome is shown
and what split LINE (L1) and retrovirus almong all transposable elements. Modified figure from orginal made
by Jonas Blomberg 1996.
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The structural organization of a complete endogenous retrovirus
The first nucleotide at the 5’ end of a retroviral mRNA is denoted the cap position.
Transcription of retroviral mRNA initiates in the R region of the 5’ LTR (long terminal
repeat), a repeated regulatory sequence located at each end of the proviral genome. LTRs
could be identical or at various degree of divergence, according to the evolutionary age of
integration in the host genome. PBS (Primer-binding Site) is in the 5’ end of the RV mRNA
located between cap 0 (i.e. the start site of transcription), and gag gene. PBS bind tRNA as
the primer that start position translation. The four next coding genes are basic for all ERV
elements (Jern et al., 2004). First is a gag gene encoding the structural proteins: matrix,
capsid and nucleocapsid. The second gene is the pro gene encoding protease. The third is a
pol gene that encodes reverse transcriptase and integrase. The pol gene taking a unique
position in all studies of endogenous retroviruses because it encodes the most conserved
protein sequence and the possibility for alignment of pol genes from completely different
classes and or species is amenable. The last gene for building up complete endogenous
retroviruses is an env gene that encodes the structural proteins for surface and transmembrane
proteins of the retroviral envelope. Occurrence of an env gene in ERV elements is required for
the ability of a retrovirus to infect other cells of the host or cells from another individual. This
was shown as an absolute requirement for infection of XERV in a recently published paper
(Oja et al., 2007).

Fig 2.A schematic representation of a complete endogenous retrovirus genome and with its components
indicated.

Results
RetroTector© denotes all retrieved chains and putein sequences unique ID numbers but some
of them are copies of each other. The pol putein sequence similarities are the basis for all
alignments that have been performed in the current project. This study includes only one
unique sequence (chain) at every given location, first at the chain location and then in the pol
putein location. Several pol putein sequences were retrieved for most of the chains, at the
same location, but only one was accepted. The pol ID with the highest ID number was also
often the same pol ID with the highest average score and those sequences were chosen. A
total of 254 CFERVs were identified and every calculation and analysis were based on these
254 selected endogenous retrovirus sequences from RetroTector©, used Canfam
2crt10v070313 by RetroTector©. The average CFERV is 7 kb long and the amount of 254
CFERV (1793076 bp) is 0, 075 % (based on the 254 chains real lengths) in the dog genome
that consist of 2 384 996 543 bp.
Classification of CFERV
The classification for ERV is based on Pol nucleotide sequence similarity and Pol protein
conservation (Jern et al., 2005). As indicated above, the Pol protein is the most wellconserved retrovirus protein. The sequence of pol encodes a polypeptide of 800–1100 aa
(Jern et al., 2005).
5

Score
Depending on the degree of fulfilment of the chains, the hit is assigned a score from
RetroTector©. Selection criteria based on scores > 300. There were 254 unique (based on pol.
position) Canis Familiaris endogenous retrovirus elements with scores > 300 detected by
RetroTector©. The chains were ordered in two groups, one group with scores > 1000 and in
the other group the chains with scores ranging between 300 and 1000. The number of CFERV
elements with scores over 1000 (chains form 1008 to 1771) is 49 (19 %). The group with
chains less than 1000 score consists of chains from 301 to 992 score and the number of chains
here is 205.

Fig3. Almost 4/5 of CF endogenous retrovirus consist of element with scores between 300 – 1000 (301-992,
RetroTector©) and approximately a fifth of the elements are > 1000 (1008-1777) score.

Chain ID 1205 C (RetroTector©) on chomosome X, is the highest scored (1771), CFERV of
all chains detected. This gammaretrovirus chain meets the necessary requirements for a
complete ERV (see Fig. 2), as it contains two LTRs and all four (gag, pro, pol and env)
important genes. Rep Base Find is: HERVR 32889510029174, the length is 8863 bp and the
corresponding pol gene is ID 2589 c with stop codons and shifts: 5 and 12. The chain’s LTR
divergence is 7.73 %.

Fig 4. ID number 1205C shown in details. (RetroTector©). The picture of ID 1205 shows a high similarity to the
schematic ideal figure of an endogenous retrovirus ( Fig 2).

The lowest allowed (305) scored CFERV is chain ID 397 B, (see Fig. 3), located on
chromosome 10 (RetroTector©), is a betaretrovirus (length 9698 bp) with two LTRs, a pol
gene and an env gene. Rep Base Find is: HERVFH21 44 42534399 50, the pol gene in this
chain is ID 796 c with stop codons and shifts: 11 and 9. The chains LTR divergence is
21.38%, the divergence is almost three times higher than ID 1205 (7.73%).
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Fig 5. ID number 397B shown in details. (RetroTector©)

One of the lowest scored chains id 136 with a score of 256 that fell under the limit but the
interesting part is that the length of this chain, it is 12 kb long and it is only consisting of an
env gene flanked by two LTRs (see Fig. 6). Id 136 was not selected because lack of the pol
gene and a low score. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the estimated length of this CFERV is
similar to high scoring CFERVs. This suggests that this proviral genome may contain as yet
undefined gag and pol genes. Further bioinformatic analyzes of these proviral sequences may
provide such information.

Fig 6.
A low scored (256, under the limit) chain is id 136C contain only an env gene, still there is space for all
components because the chain is 12 kb long. (RetroTector©)

Genus
Retroviruses are classified in three classes and in nine genus A, B, C, D, E, L, S, G, and O.
The 254 dog endogenous retrovirus chains detected by RetroTector©, were assigned to their
different retroviral genera. CFERV elements appear in three genera i.e. Beta, Gamma, and
Spuma as follows 14 (5, 5 %) Beta (B), 237 (93.3 %) Gamma (C), and 1 (0, 38 %) Spuma (S)
genus. Gamma and Beta are the two main groups as in human (hg16) (Jern et al., 2005). In
addition, two chains were classified as Delta-like. However, further Phylogenetic analyses are
required to corroborate this classification (see Figure 7).
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Fig 7. A schematic picture of the most important clusters and classes for ERV

Fig 8. Proportion of chain genus’ shows the main group of C element in the CF retroviruses.

Completeness for the CFERVs
For classification as a complete endogenous retrovirus, the CFERV elements need all four
genes, gag, pro, pol and env.The number of elements that have just one (pol) gene is 48
(18.9%), 65 (25.6 %) elements have two genes, 96 (37.8 %) elements have three genes and 45
(17.8 %) elements have all four genes (see Fig 9).
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Fig 9. The number of genes in the CFERVs element is Normal-distributed with skewedness.
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Fig 10. The drawing make visible a tower of all the 254 dog endogenous retrovirus elements, (all contains a pol
gene) the most complete with all four genes take place in the bottom of the building.

Average score within the groups, defined based on different numbers of genes in the chains
All selected chains (except id 136, see above) in this study contain a pol gene. The pol gene is
either the exclusive gene in the element or it could be present in combination with either gag
or pro and env genes. Chains containing all four genes have the highest score and the chains
with only the pol gene have the lowest score.
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Table 1 Amount of chains in different groups of gene (gag, pro, pol and env) combinations and their average
score.

Fig 11. The average score for elements with different contents of genes.

Chromosomal distribution
The distribution of canine endogenous retrovirus elements between the dog’s 38
chromosomes is unequal and 49 of the 254 CFERV chains (19.3%) retrieved from
RetroTector are located on contigs with unknown chromosomal localization (see Fig. 12).
The largest amount of endogenous retrovirus was identified on chromosome X, as expected
which, have 25 elements (Fig. 12). The autosomes with the greatest amount of CFERV
element are the chromosomes 8 and 31 that have 10 and 11 elements, respectively. The
chromosome with the lowest occurrence of endogenous retroviruses is chromosome 21
which completely lacked CFERV and chromosomes 29 and 33 which have only one CFERV
element each. It remains to be confirmed that these chromosomes are essentially lacking
CFERVs or whether it reflects annotation-bias of these chromosomes.
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Fig 12. Distribution of endogenous retroviruses per chromosome and a schematic picture of CFERVs on the 38
autosomal chromosomes, the X chromosome and the CFERVs located on currently unknown chromosomes.

Rep Base Finds
The majority 115 elements (65 %) of the dogs’ endogenous retroviruses, show similarity to
HERV (Human Endogenous retrovirus). Of these elements, 18 (10 %) can be classified as
HERVF21-like elements. The remaining 55 % of CFERV with similarity to HERVs is
currently only classified as HERV –like. Further bioinformatic analyses will be performed to
classify these elements. In figure 14, the close relation between dog CFERVs and the human
HERVs is shown. HERVF is binding tRNA (in PBS) with phenylanalin (TTC) in the initiation
of translation and is found to be expressed in human placenta and in human cancer cells
(Kjellman et al., 1999). HERVF is a recently discovered type of ERV in human and Old
World Primates (Kjellman et al., 1999), with an estimated that integration occurred more than
60 million years ago.
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Fig 13. Approximately half (55 %) of the dogs ERVs is HERV-like and added to that 10 % that is HERVFH21like, little more than 1/3 of the dogs ERVs have no Rep Base Finds.

Comparison between human HERVF and HERVF-like CFERV
A number of 18 CFERVs retrieved by Rep Base were found to be HERVFH21-like. Their pol
sequences were aligned to human HERVFH21 pol sequences, (see unrooted cladogram in
Fig.14 and Fig.15), and represent the similarity among the HERVFH21 pol sequences. Of
these 18 HERVFH21-like CFERV elements, 14 were phylogenetically closer to the human
ERVFH21. The 14 HERVFH21-like CFERV elements are remarkably highly scored (median
1240, 5) and all of them are as expected based on their similarity to HERVFH21,
gammaretroviruses (Table 2).
Table 2, The 14 closest HERVFH21-like CFERV elements that show high score

CFERV
element ID

Chain
genus

score

1
45
92
151
196
240
289
301
341
415
759
1093
1209
1168

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1286
906
1232
1646
782
1542
595
1330
1249
1342
777
695
825
1403
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Fig 14. HERVFH21 pol sequence from human aligned to 18 HERVF-like pol sequences from dog in a
cladogram. The grey area includes the closest related sequences. (Molecular Phylogenetic Tree by Neighborjoining method CLUSTAL W (1.83))
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Fig 15. HERVFH21 pol sequences from human and 18 HERVF-like pol sequences from dog in an unrooted
tree. (CLUSTAL W (1.83))

Class I gammaretroviruses (type C)
CFERVs belonging to the Gammaretroviruses represent the largest group of retroviruses in
the dog genome. A similar situation is true for the human genome (Jern, 2005). There are 237
retrovirus elements of class I, gammaretroviruses with scores above 299 (RetroTector©). In
Tables 3 to 6, only the chains with a chromosome location are listed.
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Table 3 The gamma chains 1008-1771 score RetroTector©.
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Table 4 The gamma chains 663-992 score RetroTector©.
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Table 5 The gamma chains 422-348 score RetroTector©.
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Table 6 The gamma chains300-414 score from RetroTector©.

Score proportions in Gammaretroviruses

The number of C elements with scores above 1000 (RetroTector©) is 48 (20 %) and in the
group 300 to 1000 score the number is 189 (80 %).

Completeness in CF gammaretroviruses
Only 44 (19 %) element are completes with all four genes (gag, pro, pol and env). The largest
group of the gamma elements consists of 88 chains (37%) that contain three genes. The group
that contains elements with two genes consists of 58 chains (24 %) and gammaretroviral
19

elements with a single pol gene are a group of 47 (20 %). Half of the chains with unknown
chromosomal localization remain in the group with just one pol gene.

Fig 16. Division of groups of gammaretroviruses that contain from one, to four genes in their chains. The
largest group contains three genes. The classes with one to four genes per element are almost normally
distributed for gammaretrovirus.

Proportions of genes within the CF gammaretroviruses

Of all 190 C chains with a pol gene, 136 (72 %) have a gag gene, 126 (66 %) have a pro gene
and 75 (39 %) have an env gene. For the number of 23 C chains score > 1000 there were 7
chains with 5’ LTR and 3’ LTR, 5 chains with just one 5’ LTR and 11 chains (almost 50%)
that completely lacks LTRs. It is possible that it exist chains where RetroTector© could detect
neither the env genes nor LTRs.

Fig 17. All CFERV C elements contain a pol gene. Gag (62,4 %), Pro (57 %) and Env (32%) genes occur in an
apperent decreasing order (according to RetroTector© difficulty to find env and 3’LTR in CanFam2.0) .
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Class II betaretroviruses, β and alpharetroviruses, α
alpharetroviruses are absent in dog
Betaretroviruses constitute a group of CFERV with only 14 elements (6 % of all CFERV that
were detected), Of these beta CFERVs, only one chain (id 478 in RetroTector©) remains from
the high scoring group. No betaretrovirus in dogs seems to be apparently intact, none pass the
score for group 1 LTR < 5 % and stop and shifts 0-3.
Table 7. Beta chains selected from RetroTector©

Proportions of genes and completeness within the CF Betaretroviruses
There are no beta chains with only one pol gene, which is a large distinction from the Celements. The largest group, representing nine elements (64%) contain two genes, one pol
and either one of gag or env genes. Three (21 %) chains contain three genes and only two
(14%) elements contain the complete four genes.
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Fig 18. The largest betavirus group contains 2 genes one pol gene and one of the others.

Within the group of beta chains (with a pol gene) there are 10 (71 %) that also contain an env
gene, and six (43 %) with a pro gene and five (36 %) elements that also contains a gag gene.
Chain id number 478 (id number in RetroTector©,) is the only beta retrovirus, over 1000
score. The number of beta chains between 300 and 1000 score is 13.

Fig19. All selected CF B element contain a pol gene. Env, Pro and Gag –genes occur in decreasing order

Class III Spuma ς retroviruses
Retrotector detected only one spuma- like CFERV-element with a pol gene in dog genome.
Chain ID 95 (RetroTector©), CHR 2. The score is low (325) and it contains three (Pro, Pol
and Env) of the four genes. The LTR divergence is large (20 %) and the stop and shifts are 25
and 12 respective, therefore, the CFERV spuma-like virus most likely constitutes the
evolutionary oldest group of CFERV. The CF spuma-viruses were not closely related to other
spuma viruses (see Fig 20-21.)
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Fig 20. The CFERV spuma chain is not so similar to other spuma retrovirus in human, cat or cattle. The figure
shown the best hits. The gypsy pol was included for rooting the alignment and the following NJ tree.

Fig 21. Spuma retrovirus in different species, cat, human. primates, cattle and dog. The gypsy chain was
included as an outgroup.
Tab 2 CF spuma retrovirus from RetroTector©, the different id numbers in the genes represent different hits.
Only one id for each gene was chosen with the highest average score at any given position.

CF Delta δ –like retroviruses
Two CFERV chains that are delta-like were retrieved. Both these two chains have low scores
(371 and 467) and the elements lack env genes. Their ID numbers are 456 and 765
(RetroTector©), and they are located at chromosome 12 and 23. Some observations were
done on RetroTector©, the chosen pol id 920 got the highest average score, that is more often
seen for the highest pol id number (in this case 925) and for chain id 765 one last number
was missed for two gene identification number (pol id 160X and gag id 159X). The 2 deltalike CFERV chains were marked D (Delta) C (Gamma) by RetroTector©, chain id 765 was C
0,9 and D 0,91. The chain has pol id C and even pol id D. In Fig 22 all 16 CFERV pol with
genus d and one human delta-like pol sequence shows the relationship. All of the CFERV
delta-like chains did not cluster and therefore the alignment did not confirm that all these
chains belong to CFERV delta genus.
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Fig 22. The delta-like CFERV cluster in four groups, the largest group contain a delta-like chain from human.
Tab 3. CFERV delta-like virus detected by RetroTector©. For chain id 456 an observation was done, the Pol
Putein ID 920 is not the highest number but was chosen because its average score was highest.

Comparison of CFERV and endogenous retroviruses from other species
The contents of ERV in both the dog and chicken genome are less compared to the content of
HERV in the human genome. Elements retrieved with RetroTector© > 299 score were 3164
in the human genome and 262 in the chicken genome (Jern., 2005) and in this study, 254 in
the canine genome. CFERV aligned to ERV in many other species show high conformity.
ERV 21 Python molurus (AF 500296) aligned to CFERV beta-retrovirus id 991 (RT) share 50
% identical puteins on a part of the sequence that is 36 amino acids long. 31 of 43 amino
acids are identical for CFERV gamma-retrovirus id 988 (RT) and ERV9 PH1 RT. Because the
near companionship between human and dog for over 14 000 years there is a possibility that
horisontal contagion might have occurred. HERV H consensus pol and CFERV id 988 (RT)
have 70 % puteins at the same position. Exactly the same CF chains (ID 991, 1177, 900, 478
24

and 1014) in the alignment above are aligned to Crocodyl niloticus. In five of the CFERVs
and in the Crocodyl niloticus ERV-chain, there is 100 % identity in six unique places (Fig.
24).

Fig 23. RV from Python, human, dog, cat, fish and mouse, in an unrooted Neighbor-Joining tree.The grey area
marks closer relatives around the Python Pol sequence. Notice that the branches are moveable at the nodes.

Fig 23 b. Alignment of 22 ERV (Pols) from six different species.
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Fig 24. CFERV pol sequences aligned to Crocodylus niloticus.

Highly scored CFERV in all four genera were aligned to human (HERVW chr7 9105739
syncytin pol, HERV H consensus pol, HERVFH21 pol, BaEV M7 pol ), sheep (Jaagsiekte Pol
M80216), cat (Feline Immunodeficiency Virus Pol DQ192583), reptile (Python molurus RV
Pol AF500296, Crocodylus niloticus Polputein AJ438130), mouse (MMTV Pol NC 001503),
marsupial (Opossum type D Pol AF224725) fish (Snakehead RV pol NC 001724, Walleye
dermal sarcoma virus pol NC 001867), and insect (Drosophila Osvaldo Gypsy Pol
AJ133521). The resulted unrooted neighbor joining tree shows similarities to the unrooted Pol
based neighbor joining tree with the seven retroviral genera and the ERV class definitions,
created previously (Jern et al., 2005), if accepted that the branches are free to move around
the nodes. The Gamma and the Beta elements are evolutionary distant retroviruses as
represented in the Phylogenetic analysis where they cluster at separate and well set apart
branches in the derived tree as shown here (Fig. 25).
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Fig25. Nine of the highest scored CFERV polputein sequences in all four genera gamma, beta, delta-like and
spumavirus, aligned to polputein reference sequenses from different species shows a connection of all ERVs in
an unrooted retroviral neighbor joining (NJ) tree

LTR divergence and ORF
The age of integration in host genomes for ERVs is commonly estimated as the nucleotide
divergence between the 5’- and 3’ LTR of a provirus. LTR divergence could be a
measurement for tracking the age of the elements. When the element is old the divergence is
high. At the time of insertion in the host genome the LTRs are identical. When the insertion is
recent there is low divergence between the two LTRs flanking a provirus. For 39 % of CFERV
the LTR divergence is known, (see Fig. 26).

Fig 26. CFERV: distribution of known and unknown LTR divergence.

For chains with known LTR- divergence the chains were grouped in three groups. Most of
them (70 %) in group 3, wich have >10 % divergence and >10 stops and shifts. For group 2
with divergence 5-10 % and 4-10 stop and shift the number of chains is (26 %) and for the
youngest with possible functional elements in group 1 the number of chains is (4 %)
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Fig27. The three groups of different LTR divergence.

Chain ID 240 C (RetroTector©,) with score 1542 is a complete CFERV with all 4 genes, low
LTR- divergence, 1 stop and 2 shifts. ID 240 has Rep Base Finds HERVFH21.

Fig 28. ID 240 a complete CFERV in the youngest group (1). Figure from RetroTector.

Discussion
The number of CFERV element was drastically decreased from the first list, 670 elements,
(data not shown), made in October 2006 compared to that little amount, 254, of CFERV
gained in March 2007. Twice during this study (in January and March 2007) the genomic
sequence data (CamFam) were delivered in improved versions. Both these times the new
versions resulted in simplified and improved chain collections. The amount of L1 fragments
and the number of Rep Base Finds, (for the chains) decreased (but did not disappear); apart
from the first Rep Base Finds that was really wanted. The removal of L1 and ALU elements
was more succesfull than earlier but there are still some L1s that need to be eliminated in
CanFam2crt10v070313 (CF2crt). The low amount of CFERVs in dog i.e. 254 unique chains
score > 299 with RetroTector© in this study, was similar to the amount found in chicken,
Gallus gallus (gg01) with RetroTector© in a study made by Jern, P. in 2005, he found 262
elements. That confirm that the amounts of ERV in dog and chicken are very low compared
with other animal genomes which corresponds well with statement done by Blomberg, J.
(unpublished), the dog and chicken genomes amount of ERVs are a fifth of the amount in
human and schimpanzee genomes. Tranposable elements is a part of the genome in which
ERVs belongs. The amount of TE follow the size of the genome. In a small population the TE
integration will increase because a fewer animal can not efficiently select against number of
TE (Biémont et al., 2006) That indicate this is a statement improper for Canis familiaris, with
its small amount of CFERV. According to the two important bottlenecks, the first when the
wolf was domesticated, and the second when the breeds were shaped almost all domestic dog
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populations (breeds) are small and have a limited genetic variation. Even if some breeds are
large, the breeding program use obstructions from geographic and isolated breeding lines
within the breeds. Tasha the boxer female used for CanFam2.0 is from a breed with limited
genetic variation, and in her genome, the amount of CFERVs is low. It will be interesting to
compare the amount and variation of CFERV in different dog breeds.
The gammaretrovirus and the betaretrovirus in dog are not following the same pattern
according to gene contents. In the betaretrovirus genus the largest group has two genes (a pol
gene and either one of gag or env) and in the gammaretrovirus genus the largest group
contains three genes, (all selected sequences contain at least one pol gene). For C –elements,
the pol gene, could be the one and only gene in the sequence, a large distinction from the Belements. Gag and pro genes are more common in the C-elements than in the B-elements.
Env genes are legio in B-elements but the least common gene in the C-elements. Env genes in
dog are not the only part that is missed in the C- elements. Often both env genes and 3’ LTR
are missing, maybe as a consequence that RetroTector© have more difficulty to find these in
the dog genome than in other genomes. Alternatively due to deletions of the 3’part of these
CFERVs. Almost 50% of C chains score > 1000 lacks 3’ LTRs and just a third of them have
both 5’ and 3’ LTRs. The dog genome was considerably more difficult for RetroTector© to
data mine and the evaluation of obtained results was challenging. Env genes are present in the
functional elements and that confirm that B elements are more intact and in this study found
to be more complete than the C element.
The unrooted tree of CFERVs, for all appropriate genera show high similarity to the basic
orginal unrooted tree picture (Jern et al., 2005). When accepted that the branches are
moveable at their nodes CFERVs of B and C chains were well separated in the unrooted tree.
CFERVs show similarities to ERVs in other species. HERVF-like chains in dog clustered with
HERVFs in the human genome.

RetroTector©
When using RetroTector©, the retrieved retrovirus chains and genes (gag, pro, pol and env)
could not be counted nor collected at once. Because the sequences are fragmented into
“chunks” and several copies appear. Every chain and protein sequence (gag, pro, pol and env)
have to be sorted out to exclude that they were on the same place as another chain or gene
with a higher chain or average score. By definition, only one ID, chain or protein coding
gene, could occupy one unique position on each one of the chromosomes. Today those
decisions have to be done after manual inspection until RetroTector©, will perform that job.
Other important observations that were done using RetroTector©: the chosen pol id number
920 obtained the highest average score that is usually the highest identification number which
followed by the highest average score seen in RetroTector©. For the highest pol id number
(in this case 925) on chain id 765 one last number was missed for two gene identification
number (pol id 160X and gag id 159X).

Conclusions
The relative low abundance of endogenous retroviruses in the dog genome compared to
rodent and primate genomes suggests that the dog, like chicken has been able to protect itself
from large amounts of insertion of endogenous retroviruses. These both species have only 0,2
percent retroviruses compared with mouse, human and chimpanzee, species which all have a
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lot more ERVs in their respective genomes. My study claimed that the dog endogenous
retroviruses amount to 254 chains, 0,075 % of the entire genome that consist of 2. 38 Mbp.
This project’s aim was to analyse the endogenous retroviruses in the dog’s genome, CanFam
(CF2c). The complexity of dog endogenous retroviruses was identified and classified to the
different genera in chains and in proteins. CFERVs were classified and characterized using a
bioinformatics approach. Phylogenetic studies were also performed to group the identified
CFERVs in to retroviral genera. Retrovirus sequences were retrieved from GenBank and
compared from the following species: dog, human, mouse, pyton and crocodile. In future
studies, selected chains should be further characterized according to their functional capacity.
Using RetroTector©, the following classes were identified in the dog genome: beta, gamma,
spuma and delta-like virus and all main putein sequences. The 254 CFERV elements that
were retrieved by RetroTector© was based on the criterium that they should pass the lower
limit of 300 score. On this basis, the amount of CFERVs that was found in this study is only a
part (0,075 %) of the expected amount (0.2 %, Blomberg unpublished) of the endogenous
retrovirouses in the dog’s genome.
The gamma and betaretroviruses in dog are not following the same pattern according to
division of the included genes (gag, pro,pol and env). (Fig 29). All selected sequences contain
at least one pol gene. For the concern of the gamma element, the pol gene could be the
exclusive gene in the sequence. This is the case for 11 % of the C-elements and that is a large
distinction compared to the B-elements. There is no beta chain with only the pol gene. The
Beta chains in dog are more complete compared to the gamma chains. This is the case also in
other species where Gag and pro genes are more common in the C-elements than in the Belements. Env genes are legio in B-elements but the least common gene in the C-element. A
part of the C-elements lacks even 3’ LTR, Presumably, RetroTector©, could have difficulties
finding Env and 3’ LTR in CanFam (CF2c).

Fig 29. B-element and C-element goes the opposite way in ranking the genes after the basical gene, the pol
gene.
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In the dog and human genome there are closely related ERVs that cluster with HERVFH21like elements suggesting a common origin for this type of retrovirus. Further studies should
be done in this area. HERVF is like HERVH clustered within Gammaretrovirus and may have
appeared in mammalia for 45 Myr ago.
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Svensk sammanfattning
Syftet med min studie var att på molekylär nivå söka, klassificera och analysera hundens
endogena retrovirus, CFERV med programmet RetroTector©. Från dessa data har
komplexiteten av hundens ERV definierats inklusive dess proteiner. Kedjor och dess
proteinsekvenser har jämförts med andra individer från samma art eller mellan individer från
olika arter. Av hundens retrovirus insamlades alla kedjor över 300 poäng, av det
bioinformatiska datorprogrammet, RetroTector©. Kopior och L1-liknande element (det är
flera element som liknar retrovirus men inte uppfyller alla krav) sorterades bort. Kopior
återfanns i två nivåer (först på kedjenivå, sedan på polputein-nivå) på grund av att
överlappade kedjor används i programmet för att inte riskera att missa något element. Kopior
plockades bort med hjälp av (i RetroTector©) kända positioner i början och slutet av kedjor
och pol-puteiner. L1-liknande element plockades bort med hjälp av Rep Base Finds
funktionen i RetroTector©. Efter rensning återstod endast 254 unika sekvenser, med gränsen
satt till minst 300 poäng och med den nödvändiga pol-genen av hundens retrovirus, CFERV,
vilka analyserades vidare. Analysen resulterade i 237 gamma-retrovirus, 14 beta-retrovirus, 2
deltalika retrovirus och en spuma-retrovirus. Distributionen av ingående gener i
retroviruselementen är normalfördelade med viss skevhet. De flesta (43 %) retroviruselement
har tre gener, (en pol gen och två andra). En stor skillnad mellan hundens beta- och gammakedjor är att bland betakedjorna finns inte en enda kedja med endast en pol-gen till skillnad
från Gamma-kedjorna, där uppgår antalet kedjor med en enda pol-gen till 21 stycken (11 %).
Mängden av högpoängs CFERV som återfanns i denna studie var 254 stycken vilket utgör
0,075 % av hundens genom på ca 2,3 miljarder baspar. Många av hundens 254 retrovirus
liknar varandra och överensstämmer väl med retrovirus i andra djurarter HERVFH21 hos
människa och 18 stycken HERVF-lika sekvenser i hund visar genom alignment i Clustal W
på ett gemensamt ursprung. HERVF i människa och i gamla världens primater är en tidig
ERV, kanske 60 miljoner år men HERVF upptäckes sent.
Endogena retrovirus kan smitta, liksom övrigt virus, horisontellt mellan arter som lever nära
varandra. Det kan ske genom articifiella barriärer då olika arter tvingas leva på en mycket
begränsad yta, som mellan olika arter i en djurpark eller som mellan människa och hennes
husdjur. Hunden lever kanske lika nära människan som människor lever nära varandra, därför
tros hund och människa ha gemensamma ERV som HERVF vilket bekräftas av denna studie.
Horisontell smitta kan även förekomma genom predation, från byte till rovdjur liksom till
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människa som äter kött av andra ryggradsdjur. Endogena retrovirus skiljer sig från exogena
retrovirus genom att de är införlivade i genomet och ärvs ner på mendelsk väg, liksom de
övriga generna. Det är den andra vägen för ”smitta” ERV förs vidare vertikalt genom arvet,
från förälder till avkomma. Det är endast när ett retrovirus infekterar en könscell och blir en
del av genomet som retroviruset blir endogent. ERV kan ses som ett minne av en tidigare
infektion. Om retroviruset inte stör värden alltför mycket, det vill säga om värden kan
överleva och fortplanta sig med viruset intakt och heller ingen selektion sker emot viruset,
kan det efter cirka minst en million år bli fullständigt befäst i en art. Endogent retrovirus är en
nukleotid-kedja som är 9-12 kb lång. För att uppfylla kriteriet retrovirus ska kedjan innehålla
två LTR:er (en i varje ände) och helst de fyra generna gag, pro, pol och env. Dessa gener
kodar för retrovirusets (protein). Ett retrovirus ser ut som följer: 5’ änden börjar med en
5’LTR, en cap som motsvarar den första nukleotiden i det mRNA som bildas, vidare en PBS
vilken startar syntes genom att binda till tRNA. tRNA:ts aminosyra ger namn åt aktuell ERV,
HERVF har tRNA med phenylanalin. Efter PBS kommer de fyra speciella generna: gag, pro,
pol och env, som är avgörande för retrovirusets funktion. Gag kodar för strukturproteinen,
matrix, capsid och nucleocapsid. Pro kodar för proteas. Pol kodar för ett integras och för
omvänt transkriptas som möjliggör omvänd transkription (RNA till DNA), vilket är en
absolut förutsättning för framgång för virus. Env kodar för struktur proteiner för retrovirusets
yta/vägg och dess transportproteiner genom väggen. I 3’ änden efter env-genen avslutas
kedjan med en LTR. Endast en dryg femtedel (22 %) av alla hundens endogena retrovirus är
kompletta med alla de fyra generna. I denna studie har gränsen satts för minst en pol gen för
att kvalificera som retrovirus och för möjlighet att jämföra pol sekvenser. Pol-genen har en
särställning genom sin höga konservering över långa evolutionära tider och sin stabila
proteinsekvens (mer stabil än motsvarande nukleotidkedja). Därför är det Pol-sekvenserna
som används i alla fylogenetiska jämförelser inom hund och mellan hund och andra arter. De,
från allra första början, identiska LTR:en som ”inhägnar” retroviruset kan användas som ett
mått på virusets ålder. Det sker mutationer, insertioner och deletioner över tiden i all
avsmassa, med hjälp av känd mutationshastighet och mätning av skillnaden (divergence)
mellan de båda LTR:en kan ett mått på retroviruselementets ålder erhållas. Denna analys har
inte utförts och beräknats i denna studie.
Hundens genom CanFam2.0 blev fullständigt kartlagt på Broad Institute MIT & Harvard och
publicerades i december 2005 (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005). Hundsekvensen anges som en
högkvalitativ sekvens och den annoteras och förbättras fortlöpande. Den senaste tillgängliga
versionen är, CanFam2crt10v070313 vilken har används i denna studie. Hundens retrovirus
är inte beskrivet på ett utförligt sätt i litteraturen. Hunden och kycklingen har skyddat sig väl
emot retrovirus jämfört med människa och schimpans.
En djupare studie med jämförelse av CFERV och kända patogena retrovirus i andra arter
behöver göras liksom en djupare jämförande studie av ERV (HERVF) i människa och hund
eftersom dessa arter under de senaste 14 000 åren stått varandra nära, rent fysiskt.
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Reference sequences used in alignment
BaEV_M7_pol
Crocodylus_niloticus_Polputein_AJ438130
(insect)Drosophila_Osvaldo_Gypsy_Pol_AJ133521
ERV9_PH1_RT
(cat) Feline_Immunodeficiency_Virus_Pol_DQ192583
HERV_H_consensus_pol
HERV_H_RGH1_pol
HERV_H_RTVLH2_pol
HERV_W_chr6_141432567_ERV9_like_pol
HERV_W_chr7_9105739_syncytin_pol
HERV_Y_chr12_51022911_pol
HERVFH21_pol
HERVHRGH2_pol
HIV1_Pol_NC_001802
HTLV1_Pol_NC_001436
(mouse)IAP_Pol_Lueders_Kuff_MUSFLIAP
(sheep) Jaagsiekte_Pol_M80216
(cattle)Jembrana_Lentivirus_Pol_NC_001654
(mouse)MMTV_Pol_NC_001503
Opossum_type_D_Pol_AF224725
Python_molurus_RV_Pol_AF500296.
RSV_Pol_AF033808
(fish)Snakehead_RV_pol_NC_001724
(fish)Walleye_dermal_sarcoma_virus_pol_NC_001867
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